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Are you sick and tired of fighting your picky eater? Renowned family nutrition expert Maryann
Jacobsen’s transformative approach will arranged you free. Have you tried all of the typical
guidance to no avail? • How confidence, peace, and freedom come from acquiring control of what
you can, while allowing go of the others. By explaining the scientific explanations why most kids
become picky in the first place – and the significance of individual differences – you should come
to understand your kid’s eating behaviors. • How most instances of picky eating certainly are a
normal section of the way kids develop, with true benefits. After reading this publication, you’ll
learn: • The difference between regular and problematic picky eating, so that you can seek
specialized help if required. • That true progress originates from changing your approach, not
trying to control your son or daughter. • Surprisingly simple research-based strategies to help
expand your child’s palate and provide peace to your family members’s table. Rather than
delivering empty guarantees that leave you sense guilty, From Picky to Effective changes your
outlook on picky eating forever.
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If you would like new approaches, that one book will give you just that. This book was short, to
the point, and motivating. Jacobsen could break the book down into manageable chapters that
may be read quickly. Reading this gave me a complete fresh mindset with my picky eater and
we've currently made more progress than I've seen in a few months! And remembering that we
didn't do anything wrong, its normal. Parents of picky eaters. If your eater is similar to my son, it
is difficult to get them to broaden their tastes. I’m thrilled to try her ideas and have taken lots of
stress and frustration off my dining room table! Great book! Great insight! I especially liked the
component about not pushing which has worked miracles with my three yr old. And to
concentrate on teaching her about meals and not be dissapointed when she doesn't eat it.
Furthermore, it discusses how exactly to empower your eater, rather than pressure your eater.
Also, extremely encouraging - I'm keeping it in my own kitchen so I can go back and read all the
dog-eared parts any time I feel discouraged. This reserve is a must-buy and I recommend it!
Renewed Faith! Mealtimes have already been a battle for a long time with my 8 yo daughter and I
idea I actually had tried everything. This publication inspired me to try a different approach and
mealtimes are already more relaxed and Personally i think a huge weight lifted off my shoulders.
I highly recommend this book for anyone tired of the daily supper meltdowns! Although this book
introduces some nontraditional approaches (like the "one bite rule" may not work for your child),
this publication also provides research-based info (references in the back) to back up these
nontraditional approaches..understand this book!.. Same old information I'd have liked to have
seen some new strategies or means of approaching things.. Many thanks so much for this great
book! As a speech language pathologist I am constantly on the look out for user friendly books
regarding consuming and diet. This book is indeed parent friendly! Within the 1st few pages you
will know how to reduce stressors around meals! How great to know what 'normal' eating is
definitely for our kids. I certainly share my newfound knowledge with my families. Thank you
Maryann! Advice for stopping mealtime battles Great read for just about any parent attempting
to make dinnertime more fun and to cultivate children's independence and responsibility.
Practical guidance that takes the pressure off everyone.. It was short on any real insightful
information. It really is well researched and concise. The methods been employed by great with
my 3 year old. We have eliminated food battles. As expected It had been a gift Really good
points! Very motivating I must say i liked how easy of a browse this was. I finished it in 2 short
nights after my child went to bed. This book gives ideas on how to broaden tastes and reflects
upon personal encounters with attempting new techniques. Definitely recommend if you have a
picky eater in your life I have read lots of books on the subject of picky eating which one simply
moved to number one on my list. Four Stars Helped my picky eater Loved both of her books
Loved both of her books. And concentrate on what she will eat. There's many picky-eating books
out there but I feel like this one provides and doesn't bog you down with an excessive amount of
information. Definitely recommend if you have a picky eater in your life.
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